EU - Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer

Company Name: JVL Industri Elektronik A/S
Address: Blokken 42
          DK-3460 Birkerød
          Denmark
Telephone: +45 45 82 44 40
E-mail: jvl@jvl.dk
Web: www.jvl.dk

Hereby declare that:

Product

No.: MIS340, MIS341, MIS342
Name: Integrated Stepper Motor
Sub-types: -C12wwnnnyxx85 or -C14wnnnyx85
          (ww=connector configuration,
           nnn=internal option module,
           yx=optional encoder options)

- is in conformity with:

DIRECTIVE 2004/108/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of
15 december 2004 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to
electromagnetic compatibility.

Was manufactured in conformity with the following national standards that
implements a harmonised standard:
EN 61800-3 Adjustable speed electrical power drives systems - Part 3:
EMC product standard including specific test methods
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Bo V. Jessen
Technical Director
JVL Industri Elektronik A/S